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Abstract—This literature review concerns the application of
near-field beamforming techniques using microphone arrays
to tackle acoustic problems. An overview and state-of-the-art
analysis of beamforming are presented.
Recently, researchers have developed robust beamformers
using region-based algorithms, using constrained optimisation
and by performing a maximum likelihood estimation. Because
robustness is a very practical concern in beamformer design,
the measured directivity of practical microphones is of interest.
Microphone responses can not be neglected when designing
beamformers.
As an alternative to linear microphone arrays spherical
microphone setups can be used for near-field beamforming.
State-of-the-art design techniques include a total-least squares
approach (TLS) that uses eigenfilters, subspace-based methods
for use with spherical microphone arrays and time-space complex envelope techniques for use in acoustics.
Lastly, it is noted that real-world performance of beamforming algorithms can drastically vary from their theoretical
performance and even from tests in an an-echoic chamber.
In conclusion state-of-the-art research focuses on spherical
microphone array setups and a variety of algorithms to design
robust beamformers for near-field acoustic applications. New
algorithms and techniques should be designed for robustness
and this should be verified using real-world experiments.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

At conferences and big meetings, when someone in a big
room asks a question, it is often hard to hear this person speak
without equipping them with a microphone first. To tackle
this annoying and time consuming problem, researchers are
trying to implement a configuration for microphone arrays
with different algorithms to only listen to a specific direction,
a technique referred to as beamforming. This paper will look
into fundamental and state-of-the-art research in beamforming with a focus on the Near-Field.
In order to understand the difficult techniques, the basic
knowledge of beamforming and its types is discussed first
(sec. II), consisting of the basis for beamforming, the simplified problem in the Far-Field, the complex problem in the
Near-Field and at last a different configuration of spherical
microphone arrays. This is followed by the state-of-the-art
in the field of research of algorithms, configurations and
approaches to specific problems (sec. III).
Finally, from the most recent papers it is concluded that
almost no papers evaluate their claims using practical tests,
instead relying fully on simulated models using random generated noise and interference (sec. IV). However, in order to
legitimately evaluate the designed algorithms and approaches
to design these systems, real-time tests need to be conducted.

II. S UPPORTING M ETHODOLOGY
Before the state-of-the-art analysis is done, the basic
knowledge and supporting methodology concerning beamforming is discussed. Firstly, the Far-Field configuration is
summarised since this configuration lowers the complexity
of the beamforming problem [1]. This is followed by the
Near-Field configuration. Lastly, a spherical configuration of
the microphone array is considered as an alternative to the
more common linear array configuration.
A. Beamforming methodology
Beamforming is a spatial processing technique where an
array of sensors only ’listen’ to one particular direction.
In this case, the sensors are microphones and the desired
signal is an acoustic sound wave coming from that direction.
The input signal of a microphone k can be described using
equation 1 [2, p. 1],
xk = sk hsk +

I
X

vik hv,ik + nk

(1)

i=1

Where the summation is a convolution of the desired signal
vk convoluted with the steering channel hv,k , sk are interference signals with other steering channels hsk and nk is
measurement noise.
With this equation, the standard way of filtering the noise
and interference is to create a weight vector wk which will
be convolved with vector xk in order to retrieve the desired
signals and to filter the noise and interference. To find this
vector wk , a least squares optimisation algorithm can be
used in combination with the correlation matrices of the
desired signal. This technique can not be applied if the
correlation matrices are unknown, which is often the case.
An important piece of information in the received signal
can be found however: the time delay at which the signal
arrives at each microphone. If the source position is known,
the desired signal can be extracted. Problems that could still
occur include reflections and line of sight interference.
In this paper, the two types of field considered are Far-Field
and Near-Field, defined as respectively the space far away and
close to the source. Each field has its own advantages and
disadvantages.
B. Far-Field beamforming
The Far-Field beamforming configuration lowers the complexity of the beamforming problem [1]. The curvature of
the sound waves’ wavefront is assumed neglegible and consequently the wavefront is approximated as a straight line.
For this configuration, a linear microphone array is used.
When assuming this linearisation, the delay of the receiving
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signal at every microphone can be a simple equation as shown
in equation 2 where τn is the delay at microphone n as a
function of the angle θ in which the signal arrives at the
microphone array. dn is the distance to the centre microphone
and c and fs are the speed of light and sample frequency
respectively.
dn cosθ
τn (θ) =
fs
(2)
c
With this equation, the steering matrix and thus the spatial
directivity spectrum can be constructed. These two matrices
are important for the design of the filter which needs to be
optimised to fit the spatial directivity pattern. To evaluate this
filter, three cost functions can be used: (i) a least-squares cost
function (ii) a maximum energy array cost function (iii) a
non-linear cost function. Each of these cost functions have
their own linear constraints and problems.
C. Near-Field beamforming
Near field beamforming is much more complex since the
curvature of the signal is relevant. This curvature becomes
valid when the source is closer to the microphones. Far-Field
characteristics are only valid under the following condition:
d2tot fs
(3)
c
Where the r equals the distance of the source to the central
microphone, dtot the total length of the microphone array, fs
and c the sample frequency and speed of light respectively.
The cost functions used for the Far-Field are the same as for
the Near-Field. The only difference is that the steering matrix
and other quantities are defined differently. As expected this
steering matrix becomes more complex where the distance
of the source becomes important. The following function
describes the delay of the signal τn for every microphone
n. Where rn (θ, r) is the distance from the source to the
microphone n:
r<

rn (θ, r) − r
fs
τn (θ, r) =
c
p
rn (θ, r) = (rsinθ)2 + (dn + rcosθ)2

(4)
(5)

Since one more variable, r, is used, the computations become
much more complex. Since this operation requires a lot of
hard computations, the beamformers are often designed for
a fixed amount of distances.
D. Spherical microphone array configuration
Instead of using a linear microphone array configuration,
the configuration could be spherical. Some research has been
done for this to find out if this configuration brings more
benefits to the beamforming problems. An advantage of the
spherical configuration is the three dimensional symmetry.
III. S TATE OF THE ART ANALYSIS
A. Robustness
Most existing algorithms do not account for reverberation
explicitly. State-of-the-art research has been done in this area
by the Circuits and Systems group at the TU Delft. In one
of their papers [3] the researchers propose to account for this
reverberation using a region-based algorithm. This results in
a robust beamformer for near-field applications.
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Another recent approach was to formulate the beamformer
design problem as a constrained optimisation problem, also
resulting in a robust near-field beamformer [4].
Furthermore, an adaptive method was proposed [5] specifically for the problem of estimating speech signals from multiple acoustic sources using a microphone array. The method,
which has experimentally been confirmed to be robust, uses a
rank-deficient correlation matrix to do a maximum likelihood
estimation.
Complementary to the study of robustness in beamforming
are the imperfections that result in the need for robust algorithms. Recent research has therefore looked at the directivity
of microphones in smartphones and found that the results of
beamforming techniques can be ”degraded considerably if the
microphone responses are not considered in the beamformer
design” [6, p. 97]
In the general studies of noise reduction for microphone
arrays, an algorithm has been developed that minimises
distortion [7]. The suggested algorithms provides many appealing properties for practical uses in comparison with
existing techniques, but has not yet been tested on near-field
beamformers.
A different paper did recently experimentally test interference suppression in near-field beamformers for acoustic
applications [8], but this was using a spherical microphone
array.
B. Spherical microphone arrays
Other research looked into the robustness of spherical
microphone arrays when used for beamforming [9]. The
research concludes that these kinds of arrays can indeed be
used effectively in a design, as they show how an adaptive
design algorithm can be used to converge to the optimal
solution quickly without losing robustness.
In recent years, advances are being made in the field of
using spherical microphone arrays for near-field beamforming. Traditionally, spherical arrays have mostly found their
use in far-field applications because of how easy they are to
process, but these methods have recently been translated to
a model for near-field setups [8].
C. Design techniques
Lots of techniques can be used to design beamformers. One
approach (for the far- and near-field) is to use eigenfilters
[10]. This technique, that’s based on a total-least squares
(TLS) approach, circumvents the problem of needing a
frequency-angle point reference to design the beamformer.
In recent years several algorithms have been developed and
experimentally tested for spherical microphone array setups
[8]. These are subspace-based methods.
Specifically for the acoustic field, a recent study [11]
has shown time-space complex envelope techniques to be
effective. It shows numerical simulation results that show
sensitivities of three Green’s functions: the time-domain
Green’s function is sensitive to the distance and number
of measurements, the space-domain Green’s function to the
distance only and the wavenumber domain Green’s function
is sensitive to neither of those two.
Performance of these techniques is more often than not
evaluated only by simulations and comparison to simulations
of competing techniques, rather than using real-world testing.
This is a problem because the ”simulations or even tests in
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controlled environments like an anechoic chamber can lead
to non-realistic conclusions” [3, p. 2497]. Real-world tests
are therefore required to evaluate the performance of the
algorithms and techniques. Papers from recent years have
often confirmed their claims about the performance of their
techniques, but plenty of older results have not yet been
evaluated using simulations.

[5]

[6]

[7]

IV.

C ONCLUSION

This paper presented a state-of-the-art analysis of nearfield beamforming using microphone arrays as a way to tackle
problems in acoustics. One such problem is that of picking up
a person’s speech at meetings amidst interference. For those
situations, the beamformer should be designed for robustness,
which can be done using region-based algorithms, by reformulating the design problem as a constrained optimisation
problem and by using an adaptive method that effectively
performs a maximum likelihood estimation. Since robustness
and the connected topic of interference are very practical
aspects that need to be considered when doing beamforming,
researchers have tested the directivity of practical microphones (i.e. of smartphones) and found that microphones’
responses can not be neglected when designing beamformers.
After that an alternative to the linear microphone array
was discussed. Research using this spherical setup to do
near-field beamforming is promising, even though they have
traditionally mostly been used for far-field beamforming.
Several papers present their viability for near-field setups.
Another topic of interest was state-of-the-art design techniques. These are a total-least squares (TLS) approach that
uses eigenfilters, subspace-based methods for use with spherical microphone arrays and time-space complex envelope
techniques for use in acoustics.
Lastly, it was noted that recent research indicates realworld performance of beamforming algorithms can drastically vary from their theoretical performance and even
from tests in an anechoic chamber. Claims from papers on
the performance of beamforming techniques that have not
been verified in real-world experiments should therefore be
confirmed before blindly utilising those results as a basis for
future research.
In conclusion, state-of-the-art research focuses on spherical
microphone array setups and a variety of algorithms to design
robust beamformers for near-field acoustic applications. New
algorithms and techniques should be designed for robustness
and this should be verified using real-world experiments.
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